and domains. Their database contained not only the general conformational characteristics but also the sequence preference and Yuzhen Han and geometric plasticity of the entire loop family. This database
Introduction method. Compared with single or multiple mutation, it is more Proteins are composed of structurally conserved regions and flexible. However, the success of grafting depends on the variable regions. Loops, which bridge the regular secondary consistency between the framework of the template and that structure segments, usually show distinct variability in both of the target. Therefore, a database containing superimposed sequence and structure with regard to α-helices and β-sheets frameworks can help in making a selection of template as a result of the long-term molecular evolution. The diversity functional loops in grafting. of loops makes a large contribution to the multiformity of In a database from our previous work (Li et al., 1999) , protein functions, but also causes difficulties in protein structure loops of variable conformations spanning structurally similar studies. Therefore, loop modeling has been one of the 'hot' frameworks were inspected; 84 motif families were identified topics in research on protein structures and functions. and the relationship between loop sequences and loop conLoop modeling methods can be divided into knowledgeformations was examined. We found 43 new loop conformation based analysis (Jones and Thirup, 1986; Blundell et al., 1988;  classes according to the classical loop classification of Donate Topham et al., 1993; Rufino et al., 1997) and ab initio et al. (1996) . However, in that study, only loops with the same computation or conformation searching (Fine et al., 1986;  length and different sequence were taken into account. Here Bruccoleri and Karplus, 1987; Higo et al., 1992; Mas et al., we removed this restriction so that loops with different length 1992; Collura et al., 1993; Abagyan et al., 1994; Fidelis et al., and the loops with same sequence were considered as long as 1994; Zheng and Kyle, 1996; Zhang et al., 1997) . The early they had the same anchoring secondary structures. We also stage of statistical analysis found and classified the conserved used a larger protein structure database. Hence the present β-turns and β-hairpins (Venkatachalam, 1968; Richardson, study provided more information. 1981; Sibanda and Thornton, 1985; Milner and Poet, 1986; Milner-White and Poet, 1987; Sibanda et al., 1989) . SubMaterials and methods sequently the analyses of αα-hairpins (Efimov, 1991; Wintjens et al., 1996) , general loops (Leszczynski and Rose, 1986 ; Ring A loop and its bounding secondary structure elements together are considered as a structure motif, namely an ' [H or E]-et al., 1992) and long loops of Ͼ10 residues (Martin et al., 1995) were published. Large-scale loop databases were built LOOP-[H or E]' segment. Here H and E, computed by DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) , represent an α-helix and a β-strand to meet the needs of homology modeling and protein design (Donate et al., 1996; Kwasigroch et al., 1996; Oliva et al., longer than or equal to four and two residues, respectively. H or E on both sides of the motif together is called the framework. 1997; Rufino et al., 1997; van Vlijmen et al., 1997) . In these studies, loops from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) were classified Hence the motifs can be categorized into four types, namely EE, EH, HE and HH. according to loop length, type of anchoring secondary structures, geometric parameters and sequence features. For
The comparison of two motifs can be divided into comparisons of loops and of frameworks. The aim of present study example, Donate et al. (1996) composed a loop database containing 161 conformational classes from 223 proteins was to build a database of motif families containing similar frameworks but variable loops. If the fitted root mean square 4. Several optional operations can be performed at this step according to the nature of the final database. (a) Deleting deviation (r.m.s.d.) of frameworks is less than the cut-off (1.0 Å), the two motifs are considered to be in one motif family.
redundant motif sequences, assuming that the same motif sequence will have the same structure (this is not correct When comparing loop conformers in one motif family, two criteria, Cartesian and torsional differences, are applied. The and will be discussed in this paper). For duplicated motif sequences, only the one with the best resolution is kept. former is the r.m.s.d. of loop backbone heavy atoms when the frameworks are fitted and superimposed. The latter is computed This manipulation generates the generic database in this paper. (b) Splitting the motif families so that each contains considering all the main-chain torsion angles, φ, ψ and even ω (to distinguish cis and trans ω):
only motifs from homologous proteins, and then deleting the redundant motif sequence. 1992; Holm and Sander, 1993, 1994) , CATH (Orengo et al., 1997) and SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995) . Among these, FSSP 6. To ensure all the frameworks are superimposed within a cut-off (1.0 Å used in this paper), the r.m.s.d.s of frameis most suitable for our work, because this database is totally generated by a computer program, and other programs can works are computed pairwise. Then the motifs with neighboring frameworks are clustered into families using easily read the format of FSSP.
The FSSP database used in this study contains 1172 fold the average linkage clustering algorithm. 7. The families with only one motif, which cannot demonfiles covering 9157 chains in the PDB. Every fold file provides the detailed parameters for the residue to residue superimposistrate structural diversity, are ignored so that every family contains at least two conformationally different loops. tion of a representative PDB chain and all its structural neighbors. Therefore, the loops connecting similar secondary Concerning the pairwise r.m.s.d.s, if a family contains significant Cartesian variablity, it is marked as a 'C' structures can be derived from these fold files. Our loopseeking process comprises seven steps:
family. In addition, a family containing different loop lengths is also considered as 'C'. All other families are 1. Identifying superimposed motifs. The FSSP fold file is a multiple 3D alignment of PDB chains. Hence the first marked as 'T'. Although type 'T' families do not show important variability in backbone atoms, owing to the step is just to cut the aligned motifs from each fold file. Depending on the length of aligned sequence in each substantial torsional difference the side chains which are more important to protein functions will exhibit fold file, various numbers of aligned motif families are extracted. Each family must contain the same type of considerable variability, so they all remain 'T' families. motif. Also, the length of the framework must be longer than or equal to four and two residues with respect to
Results and discussion α-helix and β-strand.
Content of the database 2. Grouping similar motif families. Considering two dissimilar representative protein chains A and B, they can We use a simple, unique code to define every motif. This code is a string such as EE1osp-H_99_9 made up of four or five both be superimposed with protein chain C. Hence two motif families extracted from fold file A and B may parts: types of the secondary structures (EE EH HE or HH), PDB code, chain identifier if applicable, beginning residue comprise exactly the same motif from protein chain C. If this happens, the two motif families bridged by C are number of loop in the PDB file and loop length. The motif families in Figure 1 will be helpful in understandgrouped into a larger family. This operation can bring motifs from unrelated proteins together.
ing the content of the database and the meaning of diversity of loops. This database is an assembly of such motif families 3. Since loops are the most error prone regions in X-ray crystallography, proteins with worse resolution will bring having overlapped secondary structure elements and variable loops irrespective of whether the loops have an equal length more noise rather than information. Hence the structures with resolution worse than 2.5 Å are excluded from this or come from same protein family. Following our algorithm, 495 motif families are found from study. Loops longer than 12 residues or shorter than three residues are also omitted, because long loops are sparsely the FSSP and PDB. Some features are summarized in Table  I . The populations of the motif families are from 2 to 12, with populated and we do not intend to include the shorter linkers such as conserved β-turns, which had been clearly an average just above 2. In Table II The perfect antigen-binding ability of immunoglobulins depends on the nature of their architecture. The variability of only six hypervariable loops enables them to adhere to countless and modeling (Martin et al., 1989; Vasmatzis et al., 1994; EH motifs 207 Pellequer and Chen, 1997).
HE motifs 181
Here, we do not attempt to reproduce the canonical classi- GTYYLAV PGV........ GK EE1clc_124_3 FIRIIGFD SNRE....... VQCISFIAY EE8ruc-L_106_4 generation, the single-member families are omitted because they cannot show significance of structural variability. HowLoop sequences are boxed. The loop, which is defined by DSSP, may be different from the classical hypervariable loop ever, they may turn to a variable family with the extension of the PDB size. As shown in Table II , the number of singledefinition. The structures of the six loops are shown in Figure 2 . This 177 motif families (112 EE families, 24 EH families, 27 HE suggests that the non-antibody loops can be considered as a motifs and 14 HH motifs). Every motif family must have at supplement of hypervariable loops and they may be grafted on least two loops of different conformation. to the frameworks of immunoglobulins in antibody engineering.
If the loops are of the same length, then it is possible to Homologous loops determine the relationship between loop structures and loop sequences. Our previous study demonstrated that only in a If the algorithm is followed as option (b) in step 4 (see Materials and methods) so that only the motifs from homologous proteins few cases (24 out of 84 families) did similar loop sequences or motif sequences result in similar three-dimensional struc-(with sequence identity Ͼ30%) are grouped, another motif sub-database is derived. The structure and content of the new tures. We obtained a similar conclusion with this sub-database. In addition, an interesting result concerning the correlation sub-database are similar to those of the original database. This sub-database comprises 180 motif families (109 EE families, between number of loop conformers and length is derived from this sub-database. One might expect that families with 27 EH families, 25 HE families and 19 HH families), and covers 393 motifs (244 EE motifs, 60 EH motifs, 51 HE longer loops might have more conformations, but this was not so. The average number of conformers of motif families with motifs and 38 HH motifs). It is useful if we only consider the variability of loops in some specific protein families.
loop length 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are 2.1, 2.2, 2.2, 2.2, 2.1, 2.3, 2.1, 2.2, 2.0 and 2.1, respectively. Hence the length Loops of equal length has a limited impact on the variability of the conformation of As in the previous section, only the motifs with the same loops when both ends are anchored on a common framework. length are grouped [see step 4 (c) above]. We produced one Same loop with different conformation more motif sub-database; it is similar to but much larger than our previous database (Li et al., 1999) owing to the improved Loops are often involved and sometimes essential in molecular recognition processes. Many theoretical simulation methods, method. In our early work, we found 84 motif families with length from 2 to 12. Every motif family in that database must usually called docking, have been applied to predict the binding between receptor and ligand. However, in various docking contain more than five loops whether or not they have the same conformation. The current search produced a total of programs, the conformational flexibility is still unsolved. In recent years, some docking algorithms have been able to only the conformational change of loops. This study found 119 motif families (72 EE, 25 EH, 13 HE and 9 HH) with simulate partly flexible docking by tolerating the van der Waals bump, or rotating rotatable bonds of the ligand and of protein remarkable conformational difference in the loops. All these loops and their sequences are listed in Table III . Most of these side chains (Rosenfeld et al. 1995; Desmet et al. 1997; Jones et al. 1997) . Nevertheless, the programs can hardly deal with loops have only two different conformations. Six loops show three kinds of conformations and two loops exhibit four the conformational change of the protein backbone in receptorligand association. different conformations.
Here we used the torsional difference to compare two In this study, we attempted to make a survey of the structural changes of loops in different environments. This might give conformations of loops in the algorithm, so all these 119 loops have obvious variability regarding the backbone torsion angle. some suggestions regarding the flexible docking. In order to derive this information, step 4 of the algorithm described in Large torsional differences do not correspond to the same difference in Cartesian coordinates in many cases. Among Materials and methods is manipulated using option (d). In this step, the motifs having the same loop sequence are grouped these 119 loops, 26 show significant changes in Cartesian space, and they are marked with a 'C' in the column after the into a smaller motif family. Hence the final result comprises Kwasigroch,J., Chomilier,J. and Mornon,J. (1996) J. Mol. Biol., 259, 855-872. sequence in Table III . The other 93 loops, only exhibiting Leszczynski,J.F. and Rose,G.D. (1986) EH1ra9_94_3  2  3  T  EH2  EH1drw_238_3  2  3  T  EH3  EH1bdp_837_4  2  4  T  EH4  EH1kvo-E_78_4  3  4  T  EH5  EH1pne_115_5  3  5  T  EH6  EH1poa_79_5  3  5  T  EH7  EH1cse-E_128_5  2  5  T  EH8  EH1gpm-A_15_5  2  5  C  EH9  EH1lcf_259_5  2  5  T  EH10  EH1rcf_9_5  2  5  T  EH11  EH1bnc-A_291_6  2  6  T  EH12  EH1zia_93_6  2  6  T  EH13  EH2trc-P_142_6  2  6  T  EH14  EH1bdm-B_299_7  2  7  C  EH15  EH1csn_45_7  2  7  C  EH16  EH1pea_14_7  2  7  T  EH17  EH2rn2_121_7  2  7  C  EH18  EH1lkk-A_193_9  2  9  T  EH19  EH1nba-A_172_9  2  9  C  EH20  EH1vjw_6_9  2  9  C  EH21  EH1vsd_144_10  2  10  C  EH22  EH1cyd-A_135_12  2  12  C  EH23  EH1uae_111_12  2  12  C  EH24  EH1sft-A_130_12  2  12  C 
